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Review No. 100756 - Published 2 Nov 2010

Details of Visit:

Author: Elsewhere
Location 2: Central London
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 8 Aug 2010 4pm
Duration of Visit: 1 Hour
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Kate
Website: http://curvaceouskate.escort-site.com
Phone: 07564749474
Notes: Formerly of Worcester

The Premises:

I was visiting one of the national chains in WC1. Having to fart around with Keycards didn't impress
me, but easily worked around with some communication so it wasnt really a huge deal. The rooms
themselves are pretty standard the world around, seen one, seem them all. However, everything in
the room was clean, with a large bed and good shower, which are the main things that are
important

The Lady:

The pictures on her profile are accurate and will give you a good idea of what Kate looks like. No
need for me to duplicate it with words and descriptions. Dressed as I had requested in black lingerie
and looking good.

The Story:

I had booked this visit with Kate quite some time in advance, as she normally is up in Worcester. It
was very easy to arrange and all mails replied to within a few hours. We had discussed before hand
that I was looking for a GFE type of visit with lots of kissing, and thats very much what I got. I think
the first 20 minutes or so was spent smooching and snogging each others face off, and Kate is a
very good kisser too! My tastes are fairly vanilla, so most of our time was spent with kissing, OWO
and sex. Everything we shared was done well and with enthusiasm.

Kate is very receptive and seems to genuinely enjoy the things we share. Special mention has to be
made for Kate's blowjobs, which are VERY good. During sex, Kate can get very loud and vocal,
which can be a turn-on and encouraging for me, the downside is at one point I did worry about a
knock on the door asking us to keep the noise down!

Laying together after also just felt nice and relaxing, and in no way awkward.
I had a great time, and Kate is well worth a visit.
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